
Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of Thurs. 2 June 2022 

Compiled Thurs. 2 June 2022 12:01 am EST by Judy Byington, MSW, LCSW, Therapist ret, 

Journalist, Author: ―Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her 

twenty two multiple personalities.‖ 

Patriots, 

The most critical moment in this war would soon be upon us. God needs us to reach out and 

lift up our fellow sisters and brothers, not leave them alone in that moment. 

 

“Coming Together” 

September 12, 2021 - #4800 Music & the Spoken Word (thetabernaclechoir.org) 

Wherever we live, whatever the circumstances of our lives – a measure of tragedy seems to 

find everyone on earth. Perhaps a lesson of healing from 9/11 can be useful to us moving 

forward. It is, simply, that in times of trouble and sorrow, what we need most cannot be held 

back by fear and hatred. Peace on earth, faith in one another and love for all people must 

flow…even as an endlessly rolling river. 

 

Judy Note: The Conclusion of the Plan to Save the World was soon forthcoming using the 

Military according to Q. Look for a Main Event, followed by Military Martial Law throughout 

the world that included Mass Arrests and a full takeover of the Deep State Military in all 

countries. Checkmate. Game Over. 

 Biden connected to Bio-weapon Labs in Ukraine. 

 Global Currency Reset Finalization at any time.  

 WHO‟s top staff arrested, awaiting tribunals. 

 Worldwide Food shortages have begun. 

 Over 400 protests organized by the Deep State in major US cities expected at any time, 

followed by Martial Law. 

 Over 40 Mass grave sites suspected to contain bodies of over 500,000 missing native 

children on Canadian Government/Catholic owned Residential School grounds still 

ignored by Mainstream Media. 

 The world‟s largest multi-media news provider – Reuters functions under control of 

the Vatican – found guilty of funding an international child sex trafficking ring run by the 

Ninth Circle Satanic Child Sacrifice Cult. 

 Col. J.D. Keirsey of the 75th Ranger Regiment, Fort Benning, said he had 2,500 troops 

standing ready to arrest traitors. 

https://www.thetabernaclechoir.org/videos/september-12-2021-4800-music-and-the-spoken-word.html


 An extensive Tunnel network that ran beneath closed Walmart stores across the US 

were said to be used for Deep State International Child Sex Trafficking. 

A. Global Currency Reset Reminder: No one, and I mean Absolutely No One knows the 

exact time and date that the Global Currency Reset would be finalized, with codes entered for 

notification of Tier 4B (us, the Internet Group) to set redemption/ exchange appointments. That 

deadline would be decided by the Military out of calculations of their Quantum Computer and 

based upon concerns for safety of The People. Trust the Plan. 

 Global Currency Reset Funds would be available to the General Public somewhere 

around the beginning of June according to Charlie Ward, head of the GCR Redemption 

Committee. Several sources claimed that Tier 4B would start by Thurs. 2 June. 

 By some time Wed. 1 June all banks of the world had to be Basel III Compliant, all 

currencies of the world needed to be gold/asset-backed and all nations had to be on the 

Quantum Financial System. 

 The gold-backed Chinese Yuan has replaced the fiat US Dollar as the world‘s reserve 

currency. On Thurs. 11 May the Global Currency Reset was activated according to Q 

and Trump. A few days later the King Pin of the GCR – the Iraqi Dinar – was removed 

from an International Sanction‘s List and Iraq was told they could revalue their Dinar at 

any time. According to Ward, on Fri. 20 May the GCR Tokens were issued, with certain 

qualifying banks given liquidity in the new financial system and on Mon. 30 May the 

Sovereign Gold Bonds went live.  

B. Restored Republic: 

 June: Alliance Military Manifestation; July: Revelation; August: Vindication; 

September: Recovery and Restoration. 

 Prepare for food shortages; plane flights cancelled over vaccinated pilots unable to fly; 

 According to Fulford Mossad sources say WHO‟s top staff have been arrested for 

spreading bio-weapons. CIA sources say that Vaccine pushers who attended DAVOS 

have been arrested. 

 On Tues. 17 May, 2022 at 11:00 am EST a Constitutional Convention of 34 US States 

was held in Washington DC, where US Inc was declared officially dead and the US 

Republic was Restored to principles as outlined in the original Constitution. Ten 

Democrat governors decided not to have their state participate in the Restored Republic 

(that is, they remained true to the Deep State), while Hawaii would proudly revert to their 

original sovereign status as a Nation State: The Kingdom of Hawaii. Status of the 

remaining five states was unknown. 

 Q Drops indicated that the Deep State would turn to violent protests across the U.S. 

and cause Military Divisions to be deployed for crowd control. Over 400 sites across U.S. 

were planned for Liberal protests against SCOTUS possible turnover of Rowe vs. Wade 



(the right to kill an unborn child). These 400 planned protests will turn into riots as being 

planned by Deep State, Antifa and Left Wing Extremists.  

 The National Guard was expected to be deployed in all U.S. States. When clashes 

become too heavy, dangerous and violent it‘s highly expected that Army divisions Light 

Infantry Units will be deployed. Training for Army units has begun in secure locations 

throughout North American regions on how to combat inner city Civil disturbance 

operations. Currently the Deep State UN was also holding Military drills on combating 

Civil unrest in large cities and gray zones. 

C. Biden Connected to Ukraine Bio-weapon Labs: 

https://jumpshare.com/v/49njdropigxNNwnpc1D7 

 Short and punchy 7m 42s video on Hunter Biden‘s connection with the Ukraine biolabs 

and all the millions he procured to fund them.  

 The Dept of Defense awarded $370,000 to biolabs in Ukraine for Covid19 research in 

November 2019, 3 months before the WHO even named the Chinese ‗virus‘. Yet the 

State Dept insisted these biolabs did not exist.  

 Hunter Biden was on the Board of Burisma Gas company and helped set up introductions 

with officials at the biolabs in Ukraine run by Metabiota, who Hunter Biden invested 

$500,000 in (not to mention the millions he raised from Goldman Sachs).  

 Metabiota was a sub-contractor for the Dept of Defence‘s engineering firm, Black and 

Veatch. So is Joe Biden personally responsible for helping to create Covid19?  

 Maybe this isn‘t the China virus, but the Biden virus! The virus helped him rig the 

election and now he is trying to cover up with a phony war to hide the illegal biolabs he 

and his son have been funding in Ukraine.  

 Of course Moscow has been saying all this from the beginning! Russia had a moral 

obligation to the world to fight back against the bioterrorism America is conducting in 

Ukraine.  

 The biggest biolab in the world is located in Maripol which Russia fought to liberate 

from the Ukraine Nazis funded and trained by America.  

 Russia is not the aggressor - it‘s the United States and the Pentagon with its allies in 

Europe and NATO who is responsible for triggering this conflict.  

D. Mass Graves of Indian Children in Canada, Kevin Annett: (See full report mid-way 

below) 

We have had to start burying children two or three to a grave.– John Zimmerman, Principal of 

the Anglican's Mohawk Indian Residential School, in a letter to the Department of Indian 

Affairs, May 3, 1948 

I didn't know what the smell was, what burning flesh smelled like. But they kept those furnaces in 

the school burning twenty-four seven. I saw Brother Murphy and another priest shove those little 

https://jumpshare.com/v/49njdropigxNNwnpc1D7


bodies in there and they burned them up. - William Combes, survivor of the Catholic Kamloops 

Indian residential school, 2008 

―No-one can meaningfully discuss or investigate the mass graves of Indian children in Canada 

without considering who and what caused their death, and the enormity of the death rate over 

many decades. But that is what Canada, its courts, and a complicit media have done, fogging 

those causes in their painting of the issue as a crime without criminals or resolution. 

―Of course, genocidal regimes act like that when the graves of their victims start opening, and 

their captive populations invariably swallow their deceptions. Normally, people can see through 

a lie – even a lie as entrenched and absolute as the Great Canadian Whitewash – but they cannot 

do so if they have need of that lie. And what is clear is that Canada in the year 2022 has a 

desperate need to forever erase any investigation of the mass graves of Indians, who continue to 

die at the hands of big money, and specifically China: the de facto owner of Canada's west coast. 

―According to a Tsimshian Elder in northern British Columbia, "Just look where most of our 

people keep going missing, along the Highway of Tears. It's where Petro China's liquid natural 

gas pipelines are, and where China is settling all their illegal immigrants to grab our lands. 

There's dozens of fresh graves of our people between Terrace and Prince George. They're getting 

murdered by the Chinese and Mounties to get the oil and gas." 

―When we remember the fallen children and refuse to deny their slaughter, we also recall the 

thing that exterminated them, and feel its coils tightening around our own lives. Learn the lesson, 

deny the lie, and strike while you still can.‖ (See below for full article). 

E. The Fake News: 

 The world‟s largest multi-media news provider – Reuters – is owned by Black Rock, 

which is owned by the CIA, which is owned by the Queen of England, who answers to 

the Vatican and Pope, who has been convicted by the International Common Law Court 

of Justice in Brussels of Crimes Against Humanity for the promoting and funding of an 

international Child Sex Trafficking Ring including overseeing regular Satanic Child 

torture and Sacrifice rites done in honor of Satan. 

http://beforeitsnews.com/celebrities/2017/05/vatican-global-elites-found-guilty-of-child-

sacrifice-2475081.html 

 "It's easier to kill a million people, than it is to control a million people." Trilateral 

Commission Zbigniew Brzezinski, an evil man. Go figure his daughter is Mika 

Brzezinski, news anchor for MSDNC & co-host of Morning Joe. Gotta control those 

narratives to keep the citizens none the wiser! 

F. International Child Sex Trafficking: 

http://beforeitsnews.com/celebrities/2017/05/vatican-global-elites-found-guilty-of-child-sacrifice-2475081.html
http://beforeitsnews.com/celebrities/2017/05/vatican-global-elites-found-guilty-of-child-sacrifice-2475081.html


 9th Circle Elite Satanists Child Sex Sacrifice Cult Rule Europe - and engage in child 

trafficking, put on ―human hunts‖ where kidnapped/drugged children were stripped 

naked, raped, tortured, hunted down by horseback in the woods, and killed ritually by 

nobility and their guests (who drink their victim‘s blood). These powerful few also turned 

to cannabalism and ate parts of their ―offerings‖ to the demonic deity they revere. 

Witnesses who survived came before the Brussels International Common Law Court of 

Justice in 2014. 5 judges/27 jury members weighed the evidence. Witnesses stated child 

sacrifices occurred regularly in the Vatican, catacombs of Catholic cathedrals, private 

estates, groves and gov military bases in Belgium, Holland, Spain, Australia, Ireland, 

France, England and United States. The children came from detention centers in 

Belgium/Holland, according to a former member of Octopus (Netherlands criminal drug 

cartel) 

 McDonalds and Zion bastards giving you human flesh to eat after harvesting the 

children‟s organs and blood/Adrenochrome. https://t.me/exposthePedos/180674 

G. Global Food, Fuel and Goods Shortages:  

 Netherlands, Denmark cut off from Russian Natural Gas: 

https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/world/netherlands-now-cut-off-

from-russian-natural-gas  https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-

page/world/reports-russia-to-cut-off-denmark-from-natural-gas-on-tuesday 

 

H. Global Air, Train Travel Stoppage: 

 Germany: Airport Hamburg/GER locked up by federal police. No starts since 1 pm. 

Wed. 1 June. Only arrivals allowed. No reason mentioned. 

 Italy will remove ALL vaccination and testing requirements for travel to the country 

from tomorrow Wed. 1 June onward. 

I. Covid/Monkey Pox/ Vax Hoax: 

 Baby Die-Off: Lactation Issues, Miscarriages, and Neonatal Death. Babies who are 

nursing are getting sick from vaccinated mothers, and at least one has died. Out of the 

270 women who got pregnant in the Pfizer trials, 236 of the participants' records 

disappeared, but out of the 34 women who remained, 28 of their babies died. In Scotland, 

twice the number of babies died. In Ontario, Canada, 86 babies died (the average is five 

or six per year), and deaths among vaccinated mothers are up 34% in Israel. Dr. Naomi 

Wolf: "[This] should be making news; it's the biggest news there is." 

 "They're Not Recovering" - Athletes Collapsing, Sudden Death, and Not So Mild 

Cases of Myocarditis. Dr. Robert Malone: "It's long been known that myocarditis, on 

average, before the vaccine of any cause, viral or otherwise, had something like a 15 to 

https://t.me/exposthePedos/180674
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/world/netherlands-now-cut-off-from-russian-natural-gas
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/world/netherlands-now-cut-off-from-russian-natural-gas
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/world/reports-russia-to-cut-off-denmark-from-natural-gas-on-tuesday
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/world/reports-russia-to-cut-off-denmark-from-natural-gas-on-tuesday


20% mortality rate in a five-year horizon." "Heart muscle doesn't heal; it scars. And I fear 

that not only do we have this cancer risk, but we have this long-term heart damage risk." 

 As Monkey-Pox mania fades Hemorrhagic fever ramps up - Australian Free 

Independent Press Network: https://afipn.com.au/as-monkey-pox-mania-fades-

hemorrhagic-fever-ramps-up/ 

 Horrifying Vax Data out of the UK – don‟t let your kids get vaccinated: 

https://www.conservativeglobe.com/articles/horrifying-uk-data-dont-let-your-kids-get-

vaccinated-period/  

 NIH Website: Covid is one of the most manipulated infectious disease events in 

history: https://usafirstreporting.com/from-the-nih-website-covid-is-one-of-the-most-

manipulated-infectious-disease-events-in-history/  

J. Wars and Rumors of Wars: 

 American and NATO civilians have been called to EVACUATE the country of 

Taiwan due to the increasing possibility of an invasion from China: 

https://twitter.com/USofMock/status/1531836739949838336?s=09 

 Leaked audio from a top-secret meeting confirms the Chinese Military may soon 

launch the invasion of Taiwan. 

https://twitter.com/terror_alarm/status/1531069890874032130?s=09 

 Danger of Nuclear War with Iran: https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/un-warns-

irans-enriched-uranium-stockpile-now-18-times-imposed-limit 

 Russia Warns Four Sarmat Missiles Could Wipe Out Entire US: 

https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/world/russian-members-of-

parliament-say-on-tv-four-sarmat-missiles-could-wipe-out-entire-usa 

 US Mass Media and NATO Partner States in Europe conceal that Russian Sarmat 

Missile Nuclear Threat, leaving citizens blissfully unaware that western governments 

were sleepwalking them into a Nuclear Armageddon. 

 The Zaporozhye Region of Ukraine hopes, along with the rest of the liberated 

territories of Ukraine, to become part of the Russian Federation in the form of a 

federal district - the head of the Zaporozhye military-civilian administration Balitsky. 

 Special Q Forces in Ukraine: Chechens and Russian Special Forces are pulling out 

civilians imprisoned in the basements of Mariupol. 

 For people to know the truth, it is necessary to look deep into the history of Russia 

and Ukraine. We are ruled from Brussels by Satanists and everything is twisted. 

Attention, very disturbing material - Satanic Khazarian Azov Battalion (friends of 

Klitschko) crucifies Christians and burns the victim alive. Images you won't even hear 

via text in mainstream media. https://t.me/SpecialQForces/17031 The CIA 70 years in 

Ukraine: https://t.me/SpecialQForces/14019 Nazis in Ukraine - How to kill Russians 

Training Program by the CIA: https://t.me/SpecialQForces/13285 

https://afipn.com.au/as-monkey-pox-mania-fades-hemorrhagic-fever-ramps-up/
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K. Election Fraud: 

 Voter Fraud Leads to Reversed Result in California Local Government Election: 

https://resistthemainstream.org/voter-fraud-leads-to-reversed-result-in-california-local-

government-election/?utm_source=telegram 

 Dominion voting machines used in 16 states have „substantial vulnerabilities.‟ They 

are cheating machines. We know this. But now ABC news is even reporting it.  

https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/wireStory/cyber-agency-voting-software-vulnerable-

states-85092265 

 Evil Election System Exposed: https://rumble.com/v16wspn-5.31.22-focus-on-stolen-

2020-election-making-waves-evil-legal-system-expose.html 

 19,000 Invalid Ballots received past state deadline Counted in Arizona 2020 Election. 

 Election Integrity Group Unveils Findings on Ballot Trafficking in Arizona: 

https://newsyoucantrust.me/38WJG0F 

L. The Real News for Wed. 1 June 2022: 

 Canada Trudeau: "It will no longer be possible to buy, sell, transfer, or import 

handguns anywhere in Canada." This comes months after Trudeau banned unvaccinated 

Canadians from traveling on trains, planes, and boats, put Canada under a form of martial 

law, and seized his political opponents' bank accounts. 

 The Netherlands/Holland: Brave Dutch MP Thierry Baudet On Fire Calls them all out 

in the Parliament on Corona Scam, Ukraine Scam, 9/11 False Flag and US Stolen 

Election. 

 In the Sussmann Case Durham got everything he needed..... He got the sworn 

testimony in court on Clinton that she paid for and lied about Russia collusion and sworn 

statements in the court of law...... Sussmann isn't the big fish, just a low level pawn. Like 

Kash Patel said, give Durham time, he is putting the whole case together. 

 Rep. Jim Jordan Says 'Huge' Revelation About Hillary Clinton Was Revealed 

During Trial: https://resistthemainstream.org/watch-rep-jim-jordan-says-huge-

revelation-about-hillary-clinton-was-revealed-during-trial/?utm_source=telegram 

 The legal arm of the DNC and Hillary Clinton admitted they have been operating an 

FBI workspace in their Washington D.C. office since 2012. 

https://theconservativetreehouse.com/blog/2022/05/31/breaking-the-fbi-maintains-a-

workspace-including-computer-portal-inside-the-law-firm-of-perkins-coie-the-

ramifications-are-significant/ 

 Juan O Savin: “The way “they” (Deep State Globalists) got control of America and 

American commerce and politics…is they have been gaming this out on computers 

…using artificial Intelligences…for a couple of decades…working through these things 

to get control of Industry, the Media, Production and the Industrial Complex. …This was 

a tightly, well-orchestrated capture of America (it‘s called war by another means) …by 
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our enemies …with a very real Satanic component to it. …We are right at that hinge 

point in history …whether we get control of how we govern ourselves as human beings 

…or the machines and monsters are able to capture us in this ―Tholian Web‖ (Star Trek 

term) … that we will not ever break out of.‖ 

 History of Psychological Operations in the US Military: 

https://mypatriotsnetwork.com/patriot/the-history-of-psychological-operations-psyop-in-

the-us-military/ 

M. White Hat Intel for Wed. 1 June 2022: 

 China preparing for “D-Day” INVASION of the continental United States, with 

forces to land on the beaches of California, as Biden and Newsom serve as China‘s 

accomplices 

 Leaked audio that appears to have originated from a meeting of China‘s top war 

generals reveals elaborate plans for a land invasion in the near future, waged by the 

People‘s Liberation Army (PLA) and augmented with cyber warfare, orbital space 

weapons and the activation of CCP civilians currently embedded in corporations and 

governments around the world. This is the bombshell that has emerged from the leaked 

audio out of China, for which a full English translation and transcript has now been 

published by whistleblower Jennifer Zeng.  

 China‘s shutdowns of Shanghai and Beijing were actually a cover story to allow the 

military to use sea port infrastructure to load cargo ships with military supplies in 

preparation for a large-scale ―D-Day‖ land invasion. 

 Although the United States is not specifically mentioned in the leaked audio, the 

preparations refer to a ―Final War‖ and are deemed far too extensive to merely be 

targeting Taiwan. 

 The invasion forces would cross the Pacific disguised as merchant ships / cargo ships. 

Once they arrive within short-range rocket range, containers on the top of these ocean 

vessels would open up and launch short-range rockets, including tactical battlefield 

nuclear weapons, striking National Guard and military bases in California. Chinese 

troops would then land on the beaches. They would seize the ports (such as Long Beach), 

then use the ports to land heavier ships which would offload armor, artillery, and other 

heavy weapon of war. From there, China would have established a beachhead similar to 

the way allied forces stormed the beaches of Normandy in World War II. 

 Both China and Russia have pre-staged large caches of weapons, uniforms, RPGs, 

automatic weapons, night vision equipment and other military gear across the United 

States, county by county. These equipment caches will be activated when the CCP and 

Russian civilians are told to ―go hot‖ and begin carrying out domestic sabotage 

operations targeting the US power grid, fuel refineries, railways and other infrastructure 

targets. From the transcript of the leaked audio, ―We should take the way of using 

civilians to cover and support the military… We will mobilize overseas Chinese and 

https://mypatriotsnetwork.com/patriot/the-history-of-psychological-operations-psyop-in-the-us-military/
https://mypatriotsnetwork.com/patriot/the-history-of-psychological-operations-psyop-in-the-us-military/


overseas Chinese organizations to actively participate in supporting our military 

operations.‖ 

 China is deliberately stockpiling massive quantities of food supplies (grains), 

microchips, ammunition, commodities and other items in preparation for being 

economically cut off by the West, just as the USA and NATO did to Russia. This further 

implies that China is preparing to attack the West and is anticipating the West‘s response 

by watching what the USA and NATO have done to Russia. 

 When the U.S., Russia, UK, China or a large portion of the EU turn off their internet 

or shuts down their own grid, that means they are either making a Military Strike or 

getting ready for Military attack. 

 Top WAR analyst predict first strike will be MASSIVE CYBER ATTACK AND 

LOW YIELDING NUCLEAR BOMB (EMP) Detonated 1-3 miles above the ground 

over major Electric/electronic infrastructure and grids. Turning off the electric grid will 

save PRIMARY electronics. TURNING OFF THE INTERNET WILL INSURE 

DEFENCE FROM ON CYBER ATTACK/CRASHING SYSTEMS. These EVENTS 

will Protect their communications equipment, Electronic controlled grids and Military 

equipment, weapons. 

 Russia: The satellite images are fake. Russia has not retreated as posted two weeks ago. 

And mentioned by MSM. 

 China Military in constant move to their borders. (Deep State MSM not reporting) 

 U.S. Military in the United States searching vessels, shipping containers, shipping 

boxes off loaded through the States for surface to air missiles concealed in shipping 

boxes the past three months. The East Coast is being heavily searched through major 

cities and shipping ports 

 The Deep State WEF has WARNED all last year of major Cyber-Attacks that would 

cause a breakdown of the electrical grids and internet. That's because they are planning 

this to cover up for her virus release being exposed more and more and the vaccines 

deaths being exposed day by day. This is their play book just like the great depression  in 

1930s (break the economy, then start a world war cover ups and Money Laundering and 

taken over countries and gold and resources). 

 New York FLOODS (150 mini tunnels need to be cleaned. Small mazes all connecting 

to large tunnels that lead to Maglev tunnels & Sub tunnels. 

 MASSIVE Explosion of two power transmission towers of the Iranian Mirsad line in the 

area of   quarries near Hamrin Lake in Diyala.  

 Huge fire breaks out inside Iraq ministry of Health. Iraq was finally looking into 

Crimes Against Humanity and have had Top leaders inside the Ministry of Health 

computers, servers seized over the Weekend. 

 Fire today is inside Job to cover connections to CDC WHO WEF. Iraq is starting to 

hunt it's traitors. Escalation of Deep State. 



 Georgia Tbilisi: Protest turn into riots and Journalist storm the Parliament/Fight breaks 

out inside the Parliament. One journalist reported dead. Military was on standby. 

 Pietermaritzberg, South Africa: Brookside Mall PMB on fire after nightly riots. 

 Riots in Johannesburg becomes very Violet and Journalist attacked ... CABLES:Q has 

large increase in Q followers the past 3 months and many people are turning on Media 

and Journalist 

 Cuba: Military moving to Havana, Cuba: Tremenda Nota Cuba magazine reported. 

Special Forces along the Calzada de Diez de Octubre en route to Old Havana. Tomorrow 

the capital will wake up militarized. 

 Cuban president declares state of emergency 

 Cuba blocks INTERNET and shuts off electricity to large parts off the island 

 Amazon servers go down! Amazon facing a large-scale server outage in the United 

States. 

 “HRC is gone away.” Trump says at CPAC. 

 Banner on TV under Trump at CPAC goes viral that reads ―Q sent me‖ 

 Pushing for WWIII: U.S. military-industrial complex continues to escalate conflict with 

economic sanctions 

 NATO‟s relentless push for anti-Russian hatred across the global economy could 

force China to retaliate if its own businesses end up getting punished in all the fray. 

 CNBC„s Eunice Yoon joined the ―Squawk Box‖ the other day to talk about how China 

is being backed into a corner amid escalating sanctions against Russia, which are also 

impacting other nations that do business with Russia. 

 The United States military-industrial complex, which includes media, religion, the 

technology sector, and of course the government, are all now engaging in open 

xenophobia against Russia in response to the Ukraine invasion – almost like they are all 

reading from the same script. 

 Despite the presence of Pentagon-run bioweapons laboratories throughout Ukraine, 

and the constant encroachment of NATO towards the Russian border over the past 

several decades, we are all somehow supposed to believe that Vladimir Putin is the bad 

guy in all this for basically protecting his own borders. 

 “The Chinese foreign ministry said that if the U.S. sanctions Chinese companies that 

China would respond ‗firmly and forcefully,'‖ Yoo explained during the CNBC segment. 

China also warned that the U.S. is operating ―dangerous‖ biolabs in Ukraine, calling the 

corporate-controlled media machine in the U.S. an ―Empire of Lies.‖ 

N. Scott Mowry  www.miraclesandinspiration.com 

 A seminal event took place in Washington, DC on Monday, May 16, 2022 during a 

semi-public ceremony right on the White House grounds, may have been the evidence of 

http://www.miraclesandinspiration.com/


a historic Constitutional Convention of states which has restored our American Republic 

back to what the Founding Fathers envisioned. 

 The trial of former Clinton campaign lawyer Michael Sussmann managed to shift the 

entire focus squarely upon Hillary Clinton as the key conspirator of the Trump-Russia 

collusion hoax during the 2016 Election, thanks to the great work of Special Prosecutor 

John Durham. 

 The massive fallout from the documentary film, "2000 Mules" continues to escalate 

to new heights every week and is having a profound impact in exposing the stolen 2020 

Election. 

 On Saturday, May, 21, 2020, law enforcement officials raided several nonprofit 

organizations in Arizona which were revealed as "stash houses" for ballot traffickers in 

the '2000 Mules' documentary and according to investigators their employees: "Like 

tweety birds, they sang." 

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/05/big-arizona-fraud-update-law-enforcement-

raids-nonprofits-2000-mules-ballot-trafficking-investigation-like-tweety-birds-sang/ 

 On Tuesday, May 24  2022, search warrants were served at a Yuma County, Arizona 

nonprofit and at an employee's home in connection to the ballot trafficking election 

scandal. https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/05/confirmed-search-warrants-served-

arizona-nonprofit-employees-home-connection-2000-mules-ballot-trafficking-election-

scandal/ 

 On Saturday, May 28, 2022, the lead investigator in "2000 Mules," Gregg Phillips 

dropped yet another HUGE TRUTH BOMB when he revealed his team had discovered 

multinational players and Federal agencies were deeply involved in the operation to steal 

the 2020 Election. He said in an interview with Patel Patriot: It was a "multinational deal 

involving billions of dollars." https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/05/2000-mules-

investigator-gregg-phillips-drops-bomb-investigators-discovered-multinational-player-

federal-agencies-involved-operation-multinational-deal-involving-billions-dollars/ 

 More big developments regarding ballot trafficking operations are now emerging 

from the states of Michigan, Georgia and Wisconsin — all thanks to "2000 Mules". 

O. Devolution Plan/ Continuity of Government in effect: 

 SCOTUS is going to give more POWER to local States on gun rights. A vote by the 

End of June is expected to ensure more gun rights across the NATION. 

 Power is silently being given back to local States and being taken away from the DC 

 Everything happening in the scope. It is a well placed PLAN. 

 SUSSMANN is only a pawn. He SANG long ago like a bird, dont hang your hopes on a 

low level. BEHIND THE SCENES he was given a deal for a reason. It all comes back 

later "CIRCLE BACK." 

 Durham is only beginning. Give him time. 

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/05/big-arizona-fraud-update-law-enforcement-raids-nonprofits-2000-mules-ballot-trafficking-investigation-like-tweety-birds-sang/
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 In truth we all know the three branches of government was a captured operation. 

That's the reason Trump , EZRA initiated the DEVOLUTION PLAN and Continuity of 

Government. 

 This silent operation had to happen so the U.S. wouldn't completely fall apart into 

FULL civil war..... There are safety measures currently in place. 

 Durham is mainly a huge operation that is connected. Everything has to play out in 

the Media and in courts and a powerful discussion and explosion of debates must take 

place in Platforms. This is very important in procedure that is connected to Continuity of 

Government. 

 It has to seem that everything is in normal continuity. It‘s all a show. Behind the 

scenes the Military White Hats are getting ready for a Kill Switch Event: Riots, collapse, 

full Cyber Attacks, System down, Black Swan Event. 

 In that moment China, Taiwan, Japan, Middle East, Russia, Ukraine, India, Serbia, 

central African countries make their MILITARY moves. 

P. Walmart is the Deep State: 

 WalMart is the CIA Deep State. 

 WalMart was working with the New World Order.  

 Tunnels beneath all closed stores were used to help move weapons and kids 

 WalMart‟s secret tunnels ran underneath to FEMA death camps, child sex trafficking, 

Adrenochrome and global logistics. https://t.me/DUMBSandUnderground/31882 

Q. A Bank‟s Basel III Compliance: Based in Basel, Switzerland, the Basel Committee on 

Banking Supervision was the international forum over regulation of all banks in the world. As of 

1 Jan. 2015 if the Bank was Basel III compliant it insured that bank had adequate capital 

(between $500 million and $10 billion in gold and assets) in their reserves to cover their business 

in the new global gold/asset-backed currency system.  If the bank was Basel IV compliant it 

meant that they had even more than $10 billion in gold and assets in their reserves. 

R. Wed. 1 June 2022: The Great Canadian Whitewash: Where did all those dead little 

Indians go? And why are we supposed to forget about them? by Kevin Annett, M.A., M.Div. 

Advisor to the International Tribunal of Crimes of Church and State; Author, Murder by Decree: 

The Crime of Genocide in Canada (2016) https://youtu.be/uFXWCrn7UQQ 

www.murderbydecree.com  https://youtu.be/uFXWCrn7UQQ 

We have had to start burying children two or three to a grave.– John Zimmerman, Principal of 

the Anglican's Mohawk Indian Residential School, in a letter to the Department of Indian 

Affairs, May 3, 1948 

I didn't know what the smell was, what burning flesh smelled like. But they kept those furnaces in 

the school burning twenty-four seven. I saw Brother Murphy and another priest shove those little 

https://t.me/DUMBSandUnderground/31882
https://youtu.be/uFXWCrn7UQQ
http://www.murderbydecree.com/
https://youtu.be/uFXWCrn7UQQ


bodies in there and they burned them up. - William Combes, survivor of the Catholic Kamloops 

Indian residential school, 2008 

We can't open those kids' graves. It would be too huge an investigation.– RCMP Constable 

Gerry Peters to Kevin Annett, referring to the mass grave at the United Church's Alberni Indian 

residential school, August 5, 1997 

The conditions are being deliberately created in our Indian schools to spread infectious disease. 

The death rate often exceeds fifty percent. This is a national crime. – Dr. Peter Bryce, Indian 

Affairs medical inspector, November 10, 1907 

Where mass murder is officially sanctioned, there can be no truth, and no justice. – Simon 

Wiesenthal 

Things can get absurd when serial killers investigate themselves. Back in the 1960's, Ku Klux 

Klan sheriffs in Mississippi saw nothing wrong with their conducting the autopsy on the remains 

of the civil rights workers they had murdered and thrown into a swamp, and their announcing 

they died of "natural causes". The Klan investigators were the law, after all. 

Here in the Great White North, the legal lynching are no less surreal, but they are more hidden. 

Canadians have never had the honesty of our southern neighbors when it comes to wiping out 

The Others, camouflaging our racially targeted mass murder in pious language and self-

exoneration. 

In the spring of 1891, Church and Crown began systematically exterminating aboriginal children 

in special internment camps deceptively called "Indian residential schools" established by a 

secret Order in Council. By the government's own records, over half of those children died 

therein, or at least 60,000 souls. Generations of documents and witnesses show that the remains 

of these children were incinerated, pulped, or buried in mass graves across the country, as part of 

a century-long criminal conspiracy at the highest levels of power in Canada and Britain. (1) 

That conspiracy sprouted its ugly head again this past week when the traditional accomplice of a 

genocidal Canadian Church and State, the corporate media, issued this big lie: "After a year, no 

evidence exists that children were buried at former Indian residential schools."  (Canadian Press, 

May 23, 2022) 

After a year? Have IQ's just plummeted in editorial offices? Independent forensic investigations 

at residential school mass graves have been conducted since 1907, and as recently as the fall of 

2011 and early in 2017. And yet none of the hard evidence of those digs and the voluminous 

research accompanying them has ever found its way into the Canadian press. The latter has 

systematically censored any reference to such graves, until last year, which was dubbed "The 

year of the graves" by the National Post. More accurately, it should be known as "The year of the 

Big Spin". 



In a contrived scenario that would make a corporate PR shark wince, a carefully managed "dig" 

of a grave site was announced at the former Kamloops residential school in May 2021. Like a 

latter-day KKK "investigation" into race killings, the "dig" was conducted by none other than the 

RCMP, who for generations had rounded up and imprisoned children in the "school", chased 

runaways, and routinely destroyed children's remains after they had died from beatings, 

starvation, rape, and torture. 

After a staged media hype, the Kamloops graves holding the Mounties' little victims were roped 

off by them, and their alleged dig began. But no-one was allowed access to the site besides 

insiders, the forensic results were never announced, and the event was cloaked in the usual 

secrecy. It turns out to have been an enormous psyops to "prove" once and for all that there are 

no mass graves of children, for that's what the corporate and the gutter press are now claiming. In 

fact, it proves the opposite: that the crown, church, and big money that murdered so many 

children are still desperately trying to whitewash their memory, for that crime is continuing, as is 

the attending camouflage. 

The official duplicity and "night and fog" surrounding 60,000 dead little Indians is nothing new. 

The stage-managed "Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC) – set up in 2008 by the guilty 

churches and government – forbade the naming of names or the location of mass graves. It also 

allowed the churches to scrub their records, and was eventually authorized by the Supreme Court 

of Canada to destroy anything "incriminating" uncovered by it and previous hearings. (2) So 

much for the legal inviolability of crime scene evidence in Canada! 

These criminal shenanigans by the government and crown courts are very familiar to me. Since 

1995, I have had the blessing and the curse of being at the heart of the movement to expose the 

Canadian genocide.  For those nearly thirty years, what has played out across the nation is the 

same masterfully effective ploy by those who did the crime to permanently erase the memory 

and the record of their genocide. 

Not only at Kamloops last year, but for decades, the RCMP, churches, and government have 

systematically destroyed buried remains, silenced eyewitnesses, and relied on a controlled media 

and academia to restrict the residential school narrative and legal litigation to a matter of 

allegedly random and long-past "abuses". To do so, they have had to ignore and suppress the 

actual residential school evidence, since the latter indicates that mass murder was the aim and the 

result of the "schools" from their inception; and that, far from stopping, the same crimes carry on 

today. 

Years ago, I discovered a smoking gun document about our homegrown genocide. It was an 

Indian Agent's report from the Anglican Elkhorn Indian school in Regina, one of the first 

residential schools to open, in 1891. (below) In the report, eight of the twelve students had died 

or were dying: two thirds of them, despite a death rate of less than 5% on the children's 

neighboring Cree reservation. The same huge mortality was found in every Indian school across 



western Canada; and that death rate was still occurring during the 1950's, over sixty years later! 

(3) Source: The Department of Indian Affairs RG 10 series archives, Ottawa 

Why did children begin dying at genocidal rates the very first year a residential school opened, 

and why did that death rate continue for more than half a century? That simple question has 

never been addressed or answered by anyone in "official" Canadian society, nor will it ever be. 

For the very fact that the death rate never slackened over those decades indicates a deliberate 

intent to keep it at or above fifty percent each year: a mortality higher than that of Auschwitz. (4) 

The "Indian residential schools" were church-administered killing zones set up to depopulate 

Indian nations in targeted, resource-rich areas. These domestic death camps constituted the 

biggest crime of State and Church in Canadian history. 

In the spring of 1907, an Indian Affairs doctor named Peter Bryce discovered the method used in 

this slaughter. After visiting every Indian school in western Canada, where most of them were 

located, Bryce concluded that healthy children were being routinely exposed by staff to those 

dying of tuberculosis and were never treated, resulting in the enormous death rate of between 

40% and 60%.  

Source: Report of Dr. Peter Bryce to Department of Indian Affairs, November 1907, Ottawa. 

This record refers to the Anglican Blood reserve Indian school in Sarcee, Alberta 

Source: The Story of a National Crime by Dr. Peter Bryce, Toronto, 1921.  (Reprinted in its 

entirety at www.murderbydecree.com, Appendix Three) 

This murderous practice by school staff was not random but general, and constant, and was so 

common that it was still being inflicted on children in the 1960's! Nine survivors of such 

deliberate exposure to sick children testified to its use at the first Tribunal to investigate these 

crimes, convened in Vancouver in June 1998. (5) 

First report of death rates in Indian residential schools of as much as 69%, based on Dr. Bryce's 

report: The Ottawa Citizen newspaper, November 15, 1907 

Canadians routinely claim ignorance of these deadly actions and the constantly huge death rates 

in the Christian-run death camps. But such unawareness is hard to understand, when one 

considers how long the nation has known of these crimes: for well over a century, in fact, ever 

since the first report of Dr. Bryce's findings were published on the front page of the Ottawa 

Citizen on November 15, 1907. Besides, under the law, ignorance of a crime is no defense when 

one is implicated in it. 

No-one can meaningfully discuss or investigate the mass graves of Indian children in Canada 

without considering who and what caused their death, and the enormity of the death rate over 

many decades. But that is what Canada, its courts, and a complicit media have done, fogging 

those causes in their painting of the issue as a crime without criminals or resolution. 

http://www.murderbydecree.com/


Of course, genocidal regimes act like that when the graves of their victims start opening, and 

their captive populations invariably swallow their deceptions. Normally, people can see through 

a lie – even a lie as entrenched and absolute as the Great Canadian Whitewash – but they cannot 

do so if they have need of that lie. And what is clear is that Canada in the year 2022 has a 

desperate need to forever erase any investigation of the mass graves of Indians, who continue to 

die at the hands of big money, and specifically China: the de facto owner of Canada's west coast. 

According to a Tsimshian elder in northern British Columbia, "Just look where most of our 

people keep going missing, along the Highway of Tears. It's where Petro China's liquid natural 

gas pipelines are, and where China is settling all their illegal immigrants to grab our lands. 

There's dozens of fresh graves of our people between Terrace and Prince George. They're getting 

murdered by the Chinese and Mounties to get the oil and gas." 

When we remember the fallen children and refuse to deny their slaughter, we also recall the 

thing that exterminated them, and feel its coils tightening around our own lives. Learn the lesson, 

deny the lie, and strike while you still can. 

Notes 

1.   This history of state and church sponsored genocide in Canada is thoroughly documented 

at www.murderbydecree.com , in the pdf version of my seminal work Murder by Decree: 

Genocide in Canada – A Counter Report to the 'Truth and Reconciliation Commission' (2016), 

and under 'ITCCS Archives' and 'Video Evidence' on the same website. 

2.   The Supreme Court allowed the pulping of thousands of testimonies of death camp survivors 

as early as October 2017, soon after the TRC began. The records were held by the government's 

'Independent Assessment' program, in which survivors applying for financial 'compensation' 

detailed the crimes done to them as children at the 'residential schools'. See Allowing destruction 

of residential school records a bad court ruling | Ottawa Citizen , October 30, 2017.  

3.   See some of the statistics documenting this huge discrepancy between death rates on 

reservations and in the residential schools in the 'Summary and Conclusions' section 

at www.murderbydecree.com . For a lingering disease like tuberculosis to kill off so many 

children so quickly, and so consistently, the children had to have had their immune systems 

disastrously weakened through prolonged and deliberate starvation and trauma, which indicates a 

deliberate homicidal intent on the part of the staff and their church and state bosses.  

4.   The annual average mortality in the Auschwitz-Birkenau slave labor and death camps was 

between 15% and 25%, according to the Nuremberg Trial records and John C. Zimmerman in his 

authoritative work Body Disposal at Auschwitz: The End of Holocaust Denial (1999). By 

comparison, the average mortality in the Canadian Indian residential schools was between 35% 

and 65%. Two hundred and nine people were convicted for the deaths of Auschwitz inmates, 

while no-one has ever gone to trial for the residential school murders.  

http://www.murderbydecree.com/
https://ottawacitizen.com/opinion/columnists/marder-destroying-residential-school-records-how-the-supreme-court-missed-a-chance-to-help-in-reconciliation/
https://ottawacitizen.com/opinion/columnists/marder-destroying-residential-school-records-how-the-supreme-court-missed-a-chance-to-help-in-reconciliation/
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5.   The June 12-14, 1998 Tribunal in Vancouver, BC was sponsored by the United Nations NGO 

IHRAAM and is documented at www.murderbydecree.com and its archives. The event was 

reported in the Globe and Mail, June 20, 1998. 

Kevin's award winning documentary film Unrepentant: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Czej73SfYJc . Who is Kevin Annett?: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AY4h3hDjOYM   http://www.salem-

news.com/articles/march262019/canada-biggest-cover-up-

sw.php  https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLYEnChrKOgm7aRDzbo6yfswzCEdMl2P8e  

S. Wed. 1 June Nick Fleming: 

 This was emailed to me: Nick, please read this, it confirms exactly what your words are 

on your March 25 post. White Hats Feud Over Sluggishness of Deep State Arrests ~ May 

30, 2022 Michael Baxter, May 30, 2022. 

 The leisurely speed at which Deep State arrests have been taking place has begun to 

slow discord among the White Hat commanders responsible for bringing to justice the 

traitors and pedophiles who for decades have wrought havoc on the American people, 

according to multiple White Hat sources in the military community.  

 An adjunct in Gen. David H. Berger‟s office told Real Raw News that at least two of 

the general‘s colleagues have bemoaned the sluggish pace, calling upon Gen. Berger to 

formulate a new plan of action to hasten the demise of Deep State criminals. ―There was 

a meeting last week, and a couple of Gen. Berger‘s key allies didn‘t hide their frustration 

about the slowness of nabbing and grabbing Deep Staters who‘ve been at-large far too 

long,‖ our source said.  

 The most vocal was U.S. Army Major Gen. Richard E. Angle, commander of the 1st 

Special Forces Group. A constitutionalist and supporter of President Donald J. Trump, 

Gen. Angle earned his commission in 1991, fought in Bosnia and Kosovo, and 

commanded troops in Iraq and Afghanistan. In the aftermath of the 2020 stolen election, 

he vowed to support Gen. Berger and the U.S. Navy Judge Advocate General‘s Corps 

mission to restore order to America. His input, our source said, was instrumental in the 

arrests of Hunter Biden, Hillary Clinton, and George W. Bush.  

 But the current velocity of Deep State apprehensions, or lack thereof, has obviously 

imbued in Gen. Angle feelings of ambivalence toward the overall success of the mission. 

―While we‘re sitting on our hands, the U.S. is rapidly becoming the United States of 

Venezuela. Every day, right now, thousands and thousands of Americans are pushed into 

poverty. No, we‘re not the cause, but we have a responsibility to stop it. We vowed to. 

And what are we doing? Pursuing an arrest here, a capture there. We move like sloths, 

and it‘s hindering instead of helping the cause,‖ Gen. Engle told Gen. Berger.  

 When Gen. Berger solicited suggestions, Gen. Angle had the answer at his fingertips. 

―Mass arrests, without delay or hesitation,‖ Gen. Angle went on. ―Cherry-picking doesn‘t 

http://www.murderbydecree.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Czej73SfYJc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AY4h3hDjOYM
http://www.salem-news.com/articles/march262019/canada-biggest-cover-up-sw.php
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work. We single out a person and they cover it up with technology, cosmetics, and 

lookalikes. If 50 Senators and 200 Representatives disappear overnight, they won‘t know 

what hit them, and they won‘t have time to react. The time for inaction must be over, or 

this is all for naught.‖  

 His impassioned soliloquy drew praise from Adm. Eric T. Olson, U.S. Navy, retired. 

Although no longer active-duty, Adm. Olson, whose distinguished military career 

spanned 38 years, has been an advisor to active-duty White Hat Commanders. Adm. 

Olson, 70, has seen the United States tumble from greatness into a country ruled by 

despots and illegal regimes. ―With respect, Gen. Berger, Americans, real Americans, 

have grown impatient. We‘ve been listless, lethargic, and almost catatonic in solving this 

dilemma. At this moment in time, 725 patriots present at the Capitol on Jan 6 are 

unlawfully sitting in jail. This is unacceptable.  

 ―You‘re sitting on 234 closed cases of Deep Staters yet to be arrested, 400 active cases, 

and several thousand pending investigations,‖ Adm. Olson said.  

 A third proponent for mass arrests chimed in. Col. J.D. Keirsey of the 75th Ranger 

Regiment, Fort Benning, said he had 2,500 troops standing ready to arrest traitors. He 

went as far as to impugn JAG‘s credibility, saying that Vice Adm. Darse E. Crandall and 

his staff were prosecuting select ―high value targets‖ but absolutely ignoring Deep State 

underlings who are equally complicit in the destruction of America‘s society. ―We‘ve 

taken an oath, sir, to protect America against all enemies, foreign and domestic. The 

Insurrection Act allows us to operate with impunity, and we haven‘t availed ourselves of 

that privilege. There‘s no time left for indecisiveness; that threshold is gone. 

 We‘re in tailspin, and our efforts, and God knows they are just, have had an insignificant 

impact on the Deep State‘s takeover of society,‖ Col. Keirsey said. General David H. 

Berger, however, had a counter argument. The military, he said, needed implicit and 

overt support from the true Commander-in-Chief, Donald J. Trump, before White Hats 

could even fathom simultaneously arresting a broad swath of Congress. ―These are nice 

thoughts, gentlemen, but unless President Trump, and his civilian loyalists, stops stalling 

and takes the podium to tell this nation what‘s really going on—well, your ideas, though 

noble, would be catastrophic. I‘ve spoken to him several times, recommended he stop 

pussyfooting. Yes, the Insurrection Act, which he signed, gives us authority, but can you 

imagine the ramifications of 200 or more Congressmen simply vanishing overnight? Half 

the country would be happy, sure, but the other half would be screaming. It could incite a 

second Civil War, and the last thing we want is blood on the streets,‖ Gen. Berger said. 

 Trump must tell Americans at his frequent rallies that he is still the lawful president. 

Trump‘s ambiguous language, Gen. Berger insisted, damaged not only his reputation but 

also the reputations of those working on his behalf. ―On one hand, Trump says Biden 

stole the election; on the other hand, he‘s referring to Biden as President Biden. Every 

time Trump calls Biden President Biden, it makes our job more difficult,‖ Gen. Berger 

said.  



 Our source said the meeting ended peacefully but without a solution, with the White Hat 

commanders agreeing to meet again after Memorial Day weekend. 

T. Must Watch Videos: 

 Wed. 1 June Situation Update: https://rumble.com/v16zq0y-situation-update-6122.html 

 Wed. 1 June Juan O Savin Update: Juan O Savin: "WWGOWGA" - "WWG1WGA" | 

Prophecy | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Wed. 1 June Situation Update: Situation Update: Unwakened Masses! Vax Coercion Is 

Illegal & A Felony: Dr. David Martin! Profits From Monkeypox Vax! 16 Food Plants 

Burned Down In Last Week! Global Currency Reset! Deep State Attacks! - We The 

People News | Opinion - Conservative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Wed. 1 June Update: Situation Update, June 1, 2022 - Globalists Move Into The KILL 

PHASE Of Human Extermination! - Mike Adams Must Video | Opinion - Conservative | 

Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Wed. 1 June Fulford: Ben Fulford Mega Report: WHO Top Staff Arrested, Bill Gates 

Accidentally Blows Vaccine Narrative Apart, West Can No Longer Print Funny Money 

To Buy Oil, Monkeypox "Blisters" Are Vaxx Side Effect, African Monkey Pox Vaxxes 

Laced With AIDS!! | Alternative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Wed. 1 June New World Order: White Hats Order The Shutdown!! Black Hats Order 

"The Assassination"!! The War Is In Full Swing!! Our World Will Change Forever!! | 

New World Order | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

U. “Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her twenty two 

multiple personalities,” by Judy Byington, Foreword by Dr. Colin A. Ross, M.D. RAW: Dr. 

Colin Ross – Robert David Steele 

Jenny Hill‟s witness to a Satanic Child Sacrifice Rite: Woman Sees Human Sacrifice - 

YouTube  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4  

 

WARNING: Jenny gave a graphic description about how she at the tender age of five, was raped, 

tortured, forced to view a Child Sacrifice and save for Divine intervention, was almost killed 

herself – not unlike the sordid experiences of thousands of other child victims of Satanic 

Worshippers. Perpetrators giving homage to Satan were organized from the US Inc‘s CIA, 

Queen Elizabeth‘s, Illuminati Banking families‘ and Vatican‘s Ninth Circle Child Sacrifice Cult 

on down to the Clintons, Hollywood, Pizzagate and local teenage covens. They were funded by 

this same Cabal that ran our global monetary system – the very organization that was in the 

process of being brought down by activation of the Global Currency Reset and Restored 

Republics of the world. It‘s no wonder that President Trump has stated, ―These people are sick.‖ 

V. Judy Note on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of Children in Your Neighborhood:  
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Since 1990 I have been doing investigations on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of children at the 

request of brave SRA Survivor-victims, who were witnesses and victims of pedophile, torture 

and murder crimes of Satanic leaders and their covens. During this time I have found Satanists 

implanted in law offices, local police, county sheriff‘s offices and all the way up to the Attorney 

General Offices in my state and others and then the carnage went on to the internationally 

organized Ninth Circle Satanic Cult that runs out of the Vatican.  

There‘s certainly no help from US or other nation‘s government agencies, including the FBI or 

CIA perpetrators. These legal entities successfully negate even the opening of cases of the ritual 

abuse and murder of children, let alone do valid investigations.  

To be honest and to my knowledge there was no safe place on either a local, national or 

international level that has been set up to report Satanic Crime – likely the main reason why 

local, national and international Satanic Covens so easily and on a regular basis, get away with 

the torture and murder of thousands of children – many times bred for the purpose without birth 

certificates, or identification. 

W. The following have been set up to report Crimes Against Children and incidents of 

human trafficking, although I cannot verify as to the influence of Satanists within these 

organizations:  

https://wsbt.com/news/nation-world/crime-that-hides-in-plain-sight-fbi-releases-warning-signs-

of-human-trafficking 

FBI Memphis (available 24 hours a day) (901) 747-4300  

Submit an anonymous tip tips.fbi.gov. 

National Human Trafficking Resources Center Hotline 1-(888)-373-7888. 

U.S. Immigration/ Customs Enforcement (ICE): https://www.ice.gov/webform/hsi-tip-form 

Federal Human Trafficking Website: https://www.state.gov/humantrafficking/ 

Called to Rescue 855-646-5484 http://www.calledtorescue.org/ 

Tim Ballard at Operation Underground Railroad: https://ourrescue.org/   

Saving Innocence: https://savinginnocence.org 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FT4tmI8YxCU&feature=emb_rel_end 

US: Childhelp National Child Abuse Hotline 1-800-422-4453 

USNCMEC Urgent victim help 24-Hour Hotline:  1-800-843-5678     

https://wsbt.com/news/nation-world/crime-that-hides-in-plain-sight-fbi-releases-warning-signs-of-human-trafficking?video=e56ba52a1b9d45ad8c8a033fd83fe480&jwsource=cl
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Contact Interpol:  https://www.interpol.int/Contacts/Contact-INTERPOL 

https://www.interpol.int/What-you-can-do/If-you-need-help 

Europol Tipline Tel.:  +31 70 302 5000 https://www.europol.europa.eu/report-a-crime 

EU Hotlines: https://ec.europa.eu/anti-trafficking/citizens-corner-national-hotlines/national-

hotlines_en 

Global: Human Trafficking Hotline Numbers: 

https://www.abolishion.org/human_trafficking_hotline_numbers 

Human Trafficking Help and Resources: https://trafficking.help/us/ 

UK: Childhelp National Child Abuse Hotline BBC Action Line 

X. The Global Currency Reset, Restored Republic and NESARA/GESARA were all about 

the Children 

It’s not about the money. It’s about the children – the thousands of malnourished and 

traumatized children who in honor of Satan, were being raped and murdered so their Elite 

Perpetrators could supposedly gain power and rule the world.  

The first official act President Trump made the morning before he was sworn into office was to 

pay a visit to CIA Headquarters and declare a war on an international Child Sex Trafficking 

Ring run by these global elites.  

Let us fast and pray for these millions of little ones who right now, were being rescued from 

Cabal underground tunnels across the globe, and tortured and killed by Satanic Covens right 

next door. Let us also pray for those Military Troops worldwide who were risking their own lives 

to save them. The ancient doctrine of Fasting and Prayer was explained here at the 10:30:32 

mark: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Mb9gU6DmKs 

Y. Judy Note: I do not now, nor have I ever, received monies for writing my Updates and 

articles. The compensation has been in having outlets to help Save the Children by exposing 

truths about the very secretive Satanic Ritual Abuse, Pedophilia and Child Sacrifice that was 

rampant in our international society. 

The above was a summary of information from the Internet. It would be up to the reader to do 

their own research and decide whether or not it was valid. 

I will send the Safe Link Website out when I find out what it is, plus it will be posted on several 

Dinar Websites. It is my understanding that by linking into the Safe Link Website it will generate 

a Non Disclosure Agreement to sign in order to obtain redemption/ exchange appointments. 

https://www.interpol.int/Contacts/Contact-INTERPOL
https://www.interpol.int/What-you-can-do/If-you-need-help
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After signing that Non Disclosure I will be unable to email, post or talk to anyone about the 

exchange process for at least 90 days, so I will be going silent and taking that time to get my 

humanitarian project organized and going. 

This is not a goodbye. I expect to be working with many of you in the near future. I can't tell you 

how much I have enjoyed getting to know you. You will remain in my heart forever. 

A huge Thank You to those dedicated and brave Intel providers who wished to remain unknown; 

to our Angel Martha who worked 24/7 to expose what’s really going on; to humble Wildfire Lady 

who is adept at exposing the truth; to Brad who does great research; to Bonni B who exposes the 

underlying causes of what is really happening and to Ken who uncovers almost unlimited Intel 

on pedophilia to help us Save the Children. 

Let us Thank Q that the reset has finally come to be. I wish you well in your humanitarian efforts 

and look forward to seeing you on the other side where together, we will make life better for all. 

Patience is a Virtue. Having Virtue is a sign of a good moral being. Good moral beings have the 

power to overcome evil and change the world. And, we will!!! . . . Judy 
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